
9-1 Carnivorous Fish Becomes Vegetarian - Key and Interpretation

1. Why did researchers want to turn the fish, cobia, into a vegetarian?

a) They wanted to tame or domesticate cobia so they could swim in large aquariums.
b) They wanted to protect many small, but important fish, from being eaten.
c) They thought this would be a challenging experiment with possibilities for humans.

This question is factual based on information in paragraph 4 and 5. However, it does move 
into the inferential realm because it asks the reader to use the skill of synthesizing several 
stated facts to draw the conclusion that cobia deplete the waters of too many small and 
useful fish.
   

2.  If you wanted to catch a wild cobia, one that was not vegetarian, what might you use for    

 bait?

a)  seaweed b)  an apple slice c)  shrimp 

Why? Shrimp has flesh/meat.

This is an inferential question that requires the reader to understand the meaning of 
“devouring flesh” and to conclude that if crab is in the cobia’s belly, it’s very likely that 
another shellfish like shrimp could also be.

3.  Based on information in the article, if someone were fishing for a wild cobia, how 
physically easy might it be to hook and land this fish?

a) very easy – an older child could do it without help

b) next to impossible – the fish is too oily and soft

c) difficult – the fish is strong and might put up a fight

This is an inferential question. Cobia is described as powerful and a greedy flesh eater. It 
would likely need a strong jaw and be a strong and fairly heavy fish. The photo attests to its 
length being about two feet or more.

                                                                           

4.  Circle the creature that doesn’t fit in the following group?

cobia    crab     swordfish   dolphin menhaden sardine

This question borders on inference because it asks the reader to think about the differences 
and commonalities among creatures mentioned in the article. Crab is the only sea creature in 
the list that has a shell and fits in the category of shellfish.



5.  Why are menhaden such important fish?

They are food for many marine animals (e.g. dolphins, swordfish and birds).

This is a factual question. The information is stated in paragraph 5.

6.  Based on information in the article and the photo, which words best describe cobia’s 
appearance?        

                

a) strong and trim b)  bony and hungry                    c)  greedy and oily

This is a factual question that depends on the reader understanding the meanings of sleek 
and powerful. Cobia is not described as bony or oily in appearance. Hungry and greedy do 
not describe appearance.

7.  Name at least two marine creatures that would benefit if there are more small fish like 
menhaden in the coastal waters?  

dolphins, swordfish and birds; any other marine creatures that might eat small fish

This is a factual question that depends on careful reading of paragraph 5; three marine 
creatures are listed as feeding on small fish like menhaden.

 

8.  If stocks of small fish in the ocean are plundered by industrial fishing, do the numbers of 
small fish increase or decrease?   

decrease       

This is a factual question that requires the reader to understand the word “plunder”. It could 
be inferential if the reader didn’t know the word and used context (e.g. information about 
aquaculture in the last sentence of paragraph 4).

9. If “anything (crab, squid, smaller fish) might pop out” of cobia’s belly, what might you 
conclude about the jaws of this fish?                                                                                           

They are powerful/strong/crushing.

This question asks the reader to make an inference based on the variety of creatures that 
might be in the cobia’s belly and on the fact that cobia is described as a powerful fish.

10. A carnivorous fish is one that would eat:

a) creatures with flesh

b) plants only, like seaweed or algae

c) animals as well as plants

This question asks the reader to make an inference based on one of the main points shared in 
the article and on understanding of the vocabulary word “carnivorous.”



11. What’s another name for the fish cobia?    black salmon

This question is factual. See paragraph 2, sentence one.

********************************************************************************************

Score Results: Carnivorous Fish . . .  (12 questions; question 2 has two parts)

Answers correct 1:  2:  a)           b) 3: 4:           5:  6: 
7:      8: 9: 10:             11:     

Percent correct:    /12  =  ______%   (8%, 16%, 25%, 33%, 42%, 50%, 58%, 66%,    
                                        75%, 83%, 92%, 100%)

Level: Frustration Instructional Independent  

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

What is required to make this text a learning tool for the student?

                                                        MATERIALS                            STUDENTS

Concepts

(mental image/thought/idea 
acquired through impressions 
gained by use of senses)

What does the writer assume?  
What is to be learned?

How many are known?  How 
many need to be 
taught/learned?

Vocabulary 

(labels for concepts; going 
back to aural store)

What does the writer assume?  
What needs to be learned?

How much is known?

How much needs to be 
taught/learned?

Skills 

(needed to manipulate 
concepts and vocabulary)

What does the writer assume?  
What needs to be learned?

How many are known?

How many need to be 
taught/learned? 

Independent level There is a match between what the material demands and what the student 
brings.  No teacher is necessary for the student to handle the material. (approximately 95-100% 
comprehension)  When assessing, move to text at a higher level.

Instructional level There is some discrepancy (25% or less) between what the material demands 
and what the student brings.  The student can handle the material with directed, intentional teaching. 
(approximately 75-94% comprehension).

Frustration level  The discrepancy (more than 25%) between what the material demands and 
what the student brings is great.  The material is too difficult for the student to handle even with 
directed/intentional teaching. (less than approximately 75% comprehension).

It is important when assessing reading comprehension to analyze the kinds of questions missed: factual recognition, factual 
recall, justifying inferences, making inferences and justifying and making inferences.  Factual comprehension provides a 
foundational base for understanding text; inferential comprehension is important in higher order and critical thinking. If 
students have trouble recalling answers to factual questions, ask them to find the answer in the text (factual recognition). If 
students are missing most or all inferential questions, instruction in this area is critical!
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